Intuitively, values on the first co-ordinate record whether a sentence corresponds to the world and values on the second whether it is semantically normal in the sense that all its presuppositions are satisfied. A sentence is assigned T for true iff it both corresponds and is normal and F for false iff though normal, it does not correspond. Hence The operations of I x II are functionally incomplete as is seen from the fact that T and F are never taken into t or f. Further, substitution of truthfunctional equivalents fails among the non-classical formulas, e.g., if w(A) = T and \υ(B) = t, then nι(A <-»£) = t but m(TA «->TB) = F. The set of axioms for «£ is defined as the least set both containing all classical tautologies and all instances of the following axiom schemata, and closed under modus ponens: Let a set Γ of formulas be consistent iff for some A, Γ ^A, and let Γ be maximally consistent iff Γ is consistent and for all A, Ae Γ or ΊAe Γ. The proof that every consistent set is contained in a maximally consistent set carries over unaltered from classical logic.
Lemma Any maximally consistent Γ is the set of all designated formulas of some me W. 
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The tables for the strong connectives are obtained by identifying t and f with N. (Cf. Kleene [4] , pp. 334-335.) Also, the new language **C = <2, *W) remains a conservative extension of classical logic. For the axiomatization, all the previous schemata are retained except 9** which is replaced by 
